09 July 2012

Territory the place to get a job

Data released today by the ANZ Bank confirms the Territory’s strong jobs market, with advertised jobs in newspapers rising more than 20% through the year to June.

Treasurer, Delia Lawrie, said the result reflected the Henderson Government’s commitment to keeping and creating jobs.

“Last month job advertisement increased by 20.7%; the only jurisdiction to record an annual increase,” Ms Lawrie said.

“This excellent result contrasted sharply with a national decline of 17.5% over the year.

“During the GFC, the Henderson Government took the deliberate decision to go into deficit to support jobs.

“Now, with major projects secured and underway, private investment is flooding back into the Territory, which will support thousands of new jobs across a whole range of sectors.

“Strengthening economic growth, low unemployment and high business confidence; the Territory is the place to be.”
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